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Mazzalùa is “Alcohol-Free Sparkling,” as 
the correct global designation reads, while 
“Bevanda Analcolica Frizzante” is the authentic 
Italian translation. Tasting the ancient, 
aromatic vinegar in the charming, dedicated 
cellars, perceiving their extraordinary nature, 
recording their uniqueness and unspeakable 
excellence, convinced the four founding 
partners that such a natural treasure should 
not remain known to a few but, on the 
contrary, should become a universal heritage, 
inducing them to pursue the creation of a 
universal beverage that transcends tradition, 
culture, faith, age, and is therefore inevitably 
alcohol-free. In terms of taste-olfactory, 
Mazzalùa expresses itself with a gently acidic 
gustative note, a touch of fruitiness caressed 
by a naturally soft complement, perceptible 

in the sweetness of the grape must. The 
four founders have dedicated perseverance, 
resources, and research to eliminate the 
vinegar’s characteristic instability and make 
the best use of the most in the Mazzalùa 
blend. Complementing the drink is a bright 
touch of carbon dioxide (CO2), useful both 
as a natural preservative and an element 
of joy, thanks to the vibrant, mischievous 
sparkle that emerges, brightening spirits and 
sometimes bearing witness to life’s essential 
moments. Research and commitment have 
created an apparently simple yet intimately 
complex product. There are no other 
additions; the bouquet in Mazzalùa is entirely 
natural and comes from a skillful blending of 
naturally aged wine vinegar and grape must. 
No conservatives, purest naturalness.

MAZZALÙA: UNA GIOIA SENZ’ALCOL
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• Ingredients: Must form white grapes,
white vinegar, carbon dioxide (CO2), and salt;

• Acidity correctors: citric acid, antioxidant,
tartaric acid;

• Conservatives: Sulphur dioxide;
• Color: clear amber yellow;
• Taste: Sparkling products,
sweet and reminiscent of grape must;

• Consistency: liquid;
• Ideal pairings: oysters, sliced meats, fresh and
aged cheeses, salads, focaccias, and desserts.

Code: MAZZALUAØ75

MAZZALÙA
NOVITÀ

Pz x Cartone: 6
Litri: 0,75
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